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ABSTRACT 

“Smart city” narratives promise IoT data-driven innovations 
leveraging biosensing technologies. We argue this overlooks 
a potential beneft of city living: afrmation. We designed 
the Heart Sounds Bench, which amplifes the heart sounds 
of those sitting on it, as well as recording and playing back 
the heart sounds of previous sitters. We outline our design 
intent to invite rest, refection, and recognition of others’ 
lives in public space. We share results from a study with 19 
participants. Participants expressed feeling connected to a 
shared life energy including others and the environment, 
and described heart sounds as feeling intimate yet anony-
mous. Finally, we elaborate the concept of life-afrmation 
in terms of recognition of others’ lives, feeling connection, 
and respecting untranslatable diferences with opacity, as a 
way of helping “smart city” designs embrace a multiplicity 
of desires. 

CCS CONCEPTS 

• Human-centered computing → Human computer in-
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Figure 1: The Heart Sounds Bench amplifes the heart 
sounds of bench-sitters, inviting a moment of calm yet vi-
brant life-afrmation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Smart city narratives “aim to evoke positive change and 
innovation–at least as the proponents see it–via digital ICT; 
essentially, building an IoT at the city-scale by installing net-
worked objects throughout the urban environment (and even 
human bodies) for a wide range of diferent purposes” [142]. 
These narratives promise improved efciency, safety, ftness, 
sustainability, and civic participation, often relying on data 
[3, 17, 20, 49, 53, 54, 56, 101, 113, 142, 148, 167]. Biosensing 
technologies–sensors measuring humans and the accom-
pany data, models, predictions, and insights–undergird many 
smart city IoT applications. For example, video surveillance 
can detect heartrate [131], correlated with future involve-
ment in violent crime [107] or percentages of joy, contempt, 
and anger [1]. Wearable trackers promote individual work-
place efciency [9], physical ftness [6], emotional wellness 
[5, 14], and self-improvement through algorithmically sug-
gested behavioral micro-nudges [150]. Sidewalk Labs plans 
to revamp citing living with smart city sensing and tech-
nology [12, 13, 67, 80, 111]. Knightscope robots patrol park-
ing lots, and sometimes public space, using sensors to de-
tect and report ‘anomalies’ as security risks that often con-
fate the existence of homeless people with criminal activity 
[8, 32, 72, 154, 172]. 
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Critiquing this, Nissenbaum argues that such pervasive 
surveillance is unjust and tyrannical [124]. Regarding Side-
walk Labs, Crawford cautions against such in-depth inter-
vention by a single company into civic infrastructure [35]. 
Sadowski and Pasquale critique the smart city ideal, tracing 
free market ideology that seeks to “spread market logics to 
all dimensions of human life” while “focusing on the narrow 
goals of promoting transparency and efciency” [142]. Our 
work critiques and explores alternatives to these problematic 
smart city narratives through design research by engaging 
the heart sounds bench as a probe [24]. 

De Lange and de Waal outline a key tension in smart cities: 
“The challenge therefore in our view is to balance these sto-
ries of personalization and efciency on the one hand and 
of building collectives based on diferences and mutualism 
on the other hand” [41]. Urban sensing can be used for per-
sonalization and efciency, smoothing over diference for 
sameness, but an alternative role for urban sensing could be 
more like visionary urban scholar Jacobs’ call for cities to 
celebrate “a great and exuberant richness of diferences and 
possibilities, many of these diferences unique and unpre-
dictable and all the more valuable because they are” [97, p. 
220-1]. Shifting from ‘smart cities’ to ‘social cities’ [41], we 
contribute a design probing afective experiences of afrma-
tion and connection while respectfully engaging diference. 

Widespread biosensing in daily life makes data- and algo-
rithmic judgments about people’s physical un/ftness, men-
tal un/wellness, and criminal/terrorist risk [90]. These cat-
egories are far from neutral: one side is ‘normal’ and one 
side is ‘other’. The ‘other’ category is usually seen as sub-
optimal, in need of improvement, control, or discipline, or as 
something to be feared. This can contribute to otherization, 
a process whereby people come to be viewed as intrinsi-
cally diferent and alien [11, 143] (e.g., racism, Islamophobia). 
While data-driven approaches including biosensing often 
claim to escape social prejudice with objective insights, they 
can instead reify pre-existing stereotypes and bolster struc-
tural inequality with a false sheen of scientifc authority 
[3, 15, 16, 27, 29, 30, 52, 125]. Our work engages biosensing 
in ways that challenge the need for data-driven categoriza-
tion by presenting heart sounds without fltering or analysis. 
Our work sits at the intersection of smart city narratives 

and afective computing, seeking to reconfgure both. Af-
fective Computing seeks to automatically ‘detect’ human 
emotions in terms of discrete data-driven categories [31]. 
This risks fattening diference by claiming that such cate-
gories are universally generalized [24], and furthering oth-
erization around emotional un/wellness [90]. At the same 
time, HCI is undergoing an afective turn whereby research 
seeks not only to support functional tasks, but also afective 
experiences, construed more broadly than Afective Com-
puting’s discrete categories of emotion, such as playfulness, 

refection, or slowness [62, 76, 123, 128, 152]. Our work in-
vestigates how smart city sensing technologies may shape 
the afective experiences of city living while at the same 
time challenging the data-driven categorization prevalent in 
afective computing, by fostering a slow emotional experi-
ence with biosensory data that does not rely on data-driven 
categorization. 
Being in public space can fulfll emotional desires not 

directly related to prevalent smart city narratives. Sometimes 
people want to get out and about, to see and be seen. As city 
planners and architects are well aware, the design of urban 
space infuences the kinds of social interactions therein [171]. 
Contrasting the normative categorization of many urban 
sensing technologies, we focus on the particular afective 
experience of afrmation in public space. 

2 AFFIRMATION 

Afrmation, defned as “emotional support or encourage-
ment” [2], has emerged as a design goal [90, 157, 173]. We 
outline how afrmation is lacking in prevalent smart city 
narratives, and contribute the Heart Sounds Bench as a de-
sign exploration of afrmation. Listening to one’s own heart 
sounds, and those of another co-present bench-sitter, invites 
a quiet moment of listening, bodily awareness, and engage-
ment with other(s). Analyzing the results of our study with 
19 participants, we further contribute an elaboration of a 
concept we name life-afrmation in terms of recognition, con-
nection, and opacity. Recognizing and feeling connected to 
the life and experience of others contributes to afrmation, 
while accepting the opacity of what we cannot know about 
others helps further recognize and afrm diference. We call 
for designers to continue exploring afective experiences of 
urban public space while embracing a multiplicity of desires. 
Though perhaps not discussed in these terms, afrma-

tion can occur in public space: The bus driver who stops 
because he sees someone running. The stranger on the bus 
who moves their bag to make room on the seat, or the one 
who provides directions. The shopkeeper who greets those 
entering, before a purchase has been made. Even walking 
on a crowded sidewalk requires sharing space, acknowledg-
ing one another’s needs for passage. Of course, these daily 
afrmations of one’s existence and needs are experienced 
unequally depending on privilege. As designers, we draw 
inspiration from mundane moments of afrmation, while re-
maining refexive about our social position and social norms. 
Smart city narratives often miss this notion of afrma-

tion. The emphasis on economic exchange constructs its 
subjects in terms of their ability of to produce economic 
value by leveraging efciency and ftness, afrming capital 
not people. Additionally, biosensing technologies’ potential 
for otherization, especially regarding criminal risk, is not 
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afrmative. The Heart Sounds Bench responds to what we 
feel is a lack of afrmation in prevalent smart city narratives. 
The built environment can also feel afrmative. If not 

intentionally designed to be unpleasant [145], public benches 
afrm the needs of passerby to sit. Resting may not be not 
an efcient use of time or part of a ftness regime. Sitting on 
a bench might lead to being approached by strangers, which 
could be unsafe. A better economic exchange might require 
passerby to pay for a seat at a cafe. The Heart Sounds Bench 
celebrates and leverages the potential of public benches to 
contest the smart city emphasis on efciency, ftness, safety, 
and economic exchange, instead afrming the existence and 
needs of passerby for a moment of rest. 

3 RELATED WORK 

Participatory sensing engages citizens in collecting data 
about civic issues such as air quality or for fostering curios-
ity, exploration, and discussion [105, 133, 134, 163, 164]. HCI 
is investigating fostering civic participation with smart city 
sensing [19, 20, 34, 36, 45, 47, 65, 73, 77, 100, 126, 135, 162]. 
Boehner and DiSalvo explored how civic tech is concep-
tualized by civic leaders [25]. Design artifacts can shape 
Deweyian publics [44] around political issues [48]. Public 
IoT is oriented toward communities, matters of concern, and 
matters of care [40, 46]. The Heart Sounds Bench is less about 
fostering discussion or participation in particular civic issues, 
and is more about the afective experience of being in public 
urban space. 

Designers and city planners explore afective experiences 
of citing living. City Lab explores public interventions for 
building community [149]. Wallace et al. explored the he-
donic pleasure of shopping on the high street with the Self-
Refector [168]. HCI has explored fostering community and 
curiosity in the smart city [22, 28, 132], exploring emotional 
refection or emotional bonds with particular places [160, 
161, 170], and supporting artistic critical interventions in 
urban space [59, 60, 104, 106]. Niemeyer’s interactive urban 
lighting acknowledges passerby with colorful lights that fol-
low them at night [122]. The Heart Sounds Bench builds 
on these explorations, looking particularly at the afective 
experience of afrmation. 

Perhaps partly due to their afrmative potential, benches 
have been explored by designers and artists. Rogers’ bold 
yellow benches provide comfortable seating [140]. Others de-
sign benches to encourage social interaction between strangers 
[42, 81, 103]. Grasso et al.’s interactive bench supports com-
munity emotional awareness [74]. Johnson’s flm documents 
the social life of benches [102]. Like other explorations, the 
Heart Sounds Bench has the potential to foster interactions 
between co-present strangers, because it can amplify the 
heart sounds of two sitters simultaneously. While this invita-
tion exists, we also recognize that many might avoid sharing 

a bench with a stranger due to fear of harassment or violence. 
So, additionally, the Heart Sounds Bench records and later 
plays back heart sounds, suggesting a lingering presence to 
future sitters. 
Somaesthetic design fosters directing attention inward 

for bodily awareness, often in a session set apart from daily 
life [87]. Somaesthetic design can leverage biosensors to 
help attune people to their bodies [86, 88, 119, 146]. Often a 
somatic connoisseur helps participants unpack and articulate 
their experiences after a session [147]. The Heart Sounds 
Bench in some ways builds on these practices, amplifying 
heart sounds to attune people to their own bodies. Yet, public 
space is immersed in daily life rather than separate from it, 
and lacks the guidance of a somatic connoisseur. 

Listening can invite attention that we wanted to leverage 
to attune people to their bodies. Public sound art explores 
playful, critical, and expressive interactions in urban space. 
This includes mapping sensor input to audio output [61], col-
lecting and looping snippets with a glove-based electret mi-
crophone [159], engaging cultural heritages through sound 
[57, 68, 69], or street art [75]. A variety of networked in-
struments support multi-person musical collaboration, (e.g., 
Ten-Hand Piano [21]). Transition Soundings is an interactive 
public sound installation built into a bus stop [23]. While 
these projects often explore social interactions or multisen-
sory explorations with sound, the Heart Sounds Bench fo-
cuses on exploring the direct sounds of the heart, rather 
musical phrasings or the beats per minute typically used in 
self-tracking. 

Biosensing is used to infuence sound. Dancers wear biosen-
sors on their bodies that translate their movements, heartrate, 
or other measures into parameters that are used to generate 
sound or infuence the improvisation of musicians. For ex-
ample, Jang outftted a pair of dancers with strangely shaped 
bone-like back-worn sensors; the dancers gradually accept 
and explore one another’s atypically shaped bodies [98, 99]. 
MacCallum and Naccarato explore issues of agency and con-
trol using dancers’ heart rate to infuence improvisation 
[109, 119]. Works such as these indicate the rich expressive 
possibilities of connecting bodies and sound. Our focus was 
to engage this expressive potential in a much more everyday 
setting with participants who may or may not have special-
ized movement or music training. 

Oliveros’ Heart Chant was a key inspiration for leveraging 
sound as a medium. In this participatory performance, people 
stand in a circle and sing long tones, with one hand on their 
chest and the other on the back of the adjacent person [127, 
129]. The experience is slightly vulnerable because this close 
contact is atypical of the large personal space maintained in 
the U.S., and singing feels embarrassing for some. Through 
this structured, shared vulnerability emerges a feeling of 
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afrmation as each person’s voice and body are accepted as 
part of the co-performance. 

Biosensing can infuence interpersonal interactions. Heart 
rate has been engaged for physical games [110, 169], board 
games [55], gauging connectedness in conferencing systems 
[89], augmented mobile chat [79], or even broadcasting heart 
rate to online social networks [37]. Howell et al. found that 
an ambiguous clothing-based display of skin conductance 
had the potential to foster supportive social emotional re-
fection, but also to aggravate insecurities [92]. Eriksson 
et al. explored ritualized tangible representations of heart-
beat for bereavement [51]. Slovák et al. found that remote 
heart rate sharing between close pairs in daily life could fos-
ter a sense of connection [156]. ReactionBot automatically 
adds emoji to messages based on facial expressions [108], 
with the potential to prompt emotional refection. Snyder et 
al. probed experiences and interpretations around a color-
changing light composite display of a pair’s skin conductance 
[158]. Engaging the expressive potential of sound, our design 
presents live unfltered heart sounds for collocated strangers, 
not colors, metrics, haptics or visualizations as others do. 

4 DESIGNING THE HEART SOUNDS BENCH 

The Heart Sounds Bench is a refective design [152] intended 
to provoke refection in both users and us as designers. A 
refective design strategy, engaging the bench as a probe [24, 
63, 94] helps fnd experiential possibilities that may emerge 
with urban sensing. Probes can act as elicitation techniques 
by fostering alternative experiences with technology [24]. A 
refective design output, these experiences and refections 
generate concepts and directions for further research. Our 
approach draws from speculative and critical design that 
seek to challenge assumptions and spark discussion with 
provocative artifacts [50, 137, 141], and framings of data as 
enmeshed in social practices (e.g., [139]). 

Interaction Design 

The design provides a place to sit and rest, recognizing and 
supporting the needs of passerby like other benches. Yet, its 
vibrant color and unusual shape both invite the eye to notice 
it from afar while hinting at an unusual function. 
Bench-sitters’ live unfltered heart sounds are amplifed 

and played from speakers in the bench, inviting a quiet mo-
ment of listening and bodily awareness. We refer to ‘heart 
sounds’ rather than ‘heartbeats’ to call attention to the con-
tinuous sounds of the heart and body, rather than only the dis-
crete beats per minute. Although not technologically novel, 
we chose to use stethoscopes instead of chair [18], phone 
[112], non-contact [138], or PPG heart sensors, because stetho-
scopes give rich heart sounds that provide a sense of unmedi-
ated immediacy. Furthermore, the familiar form factor of 
the stethoscope can help favor informed active consent in 

Figure 2: System diagram for each side of the bench. 

future public use. People readily understood the sensor and 
opted-in by holding it. 

With one stethoscope at each arm of the bench, two people 
can listen to their heart sounds simultaneously. The bench 
can also record heart sounds and later play these back to 
future sitters. We wanted to explore how listening to heart 
sounds could foster a sense of people afrming themselves 
and others. With two people on the bench simultaneously, 
we could explore the potential for afrming a co-present 
other. We relate this to moments of city living when we 
acknowledge the co-presence of a stranger, such as while 
sharing space on the bus. With the prerecorded playback, we 
could probe the potential for afrming an absent other. We 
related this to moments in city living when we acknowledge 
the presence of those who came before based on the traces 
they left behind, such as tags or stickers. This prerecorded 
audio also included a voice stating the date, time, and weather. 
The date and time were included to indicate that these heart 
sounds came from the past. The weather was included to give 
some sense of context and invite participants to refect on 
the environment around the bench. While no voice is neutral, 
we asked a professional therapist to read these details in a 
calm tone, because we felt his voice was particularly well 
tailored for prompting open-ended emotional refection. 

System Design 

At each side of the bench is a listening piece, an amplifer 
circuit, and a speaker. The listening piece is a modifed stetho-
scope afxed to an electret microphone [95]. This connects 
to an audio amplifer [96]. The amplifer circuit connects to 
a speaker [7, 10]. The sounds from each stethoscope play 
through speakers on the corresponding side of the bench. 
The live real-time amplifcation of heart sounds is instantly 
responsive and recognizable as heart sounds. In addition 
to heart sounds, the stethoscopes are essentially a general-
purpose microphone that also pick up rustling, tapping, and 
the vibration of people’s bodies as they speak. The electret 
microphone receives a quiet steady DC voltage from 3 AA 
batteries in series. The amplifer circuit is powered by 5V 
DC from a wall adapter. Blankets folded on the arms of the 
bench reduce the medical feel of the stethoscopes and pro-
vide sound dampening between stethoscope and speaker to 
prevent feedback. 
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While bench-sitters’ heart sounds were live via fully func-
tional electronics, we used a Wizard of Oz technique to play 
back the heart sounds of a previous sitter. From a mobile 
phone connected to a speaker [4], we played back the same 
prerecorded heart sound for all participants. This enabled us 
to probe participant experiences of hearing the playback and 
speculating on how they would feel about being recorded. 
Future work on the Heart Sounds Bench can implement 
recording and playback as well as designing an intuitive way 
to choose when to record and when to play back. 

5 STUDY 

Our goal with this study was to probe afective experiences of 
sensing and afrmation. For this frst trial, we wanted to give 
a sense of public space and unstructured time experiencing 
the design, while ensuring ability to focus on heart sounds 
without distraction. So, although we are interested in public 
space with all its vibrancy and risk, for this frst stage of the 
project we chose to study participants’ experiences with the 
bench indoors. Conducting the study inside in a private room 
enabled us to more deeply probe how people interpreted 
and reacted to the design. The private setting ensured that 
audio and video recording did not capture any unsuspecting 
passerby, an important ethical consideration for us. 

The study setting provides some sense of public space. On 
the bench, participants sat less than 1m away from a crowded 
pedestrian thoroughfare via large corner ground level win-
dows through which squirrels and birds sometimes enter. 
Yet, they also had space to clearly hear their heart sounds. So, 
the room evokes a sense of having a quiet secluded corner 
viewing a larger outdoor space. 

Participants came in pairs to probe how they experienced 
hearing their own heart sounds, those of a co-present other, 
and the prerecorded playback of an unseen other. After a 
few introductory questions by the researcher that began 
to build rapport between participants, the researcher left 
participants sitting on the bench alone together in the room 
for about 20 minutes. About halfway, the researcher played 
the prerecorded heart sounds of the absent other. Returning, 
the researcher conducted a semi-structured interview with 
the pair about their experiences and interpretations with 
the heart sounds for about 45-60 minutes. Recruitment was 
conducted over organizational and public-facing mailing lists 
and communication platforms. Audio and video recordings 
of participants were transcribed for analysis and coded to 
fnd emergent themes [33]. Participants are referred to by 
pseudonym. 
Future work will study the system in public. The indoor 

study focused on in-depth emotional refection 20 minutes of 
experiencing the bench without distraction and 45-60 min-
utes of emotional refection afterward. In public the duration 
of participation and depth of refection will likely be less, 

while the larger N study of public behavior can surface trends 
and unexpected uses. 

6 FINDINGS 

Nineteen people participated (9 women, 10 men, mid twen-
ties to mid thirties). Pairs were strangers, coworkers, or 
friends. Three participated alone due to scheduling issues. 
Most participants alternated between quietly listening to 
their heart sounds and chatting with one another about the 
experience. Sometimes they took turns listening to their 
heart sounds one at a time. In describing their experiences, 
participants often cited nearby elements of public space such 
as passerby, trees, squirrels, sounds, and the sunset, indicat-
ing that the study setting did evoke some sense of public 
space for participants. 

Life Energy 

Several participants described feeling connected to a life 
energy or sense of being alive. Some focused on their own 
vitality, others on a sense of connection within the pair, while 
a few felt a sense of connection including themselves, others, 
and the environment. 
Sally connected hearing her own and others’ heartbeats 

to a sense of life pulsing through herself and others. 
“It’s a nice reminder of what’s pulsing through 
everybody. It’s nice to be able to hear somebody 
else’s heartbeat, just makes you that much more 
aware of that you’re around somebody else who’s 
living and breathing.” Later she added, “It just 
seems really sweet to me to hear that, to hear 
somebody else’s, the life pulsing through them.” 

She described frst a growing awareness of her own body, 
then expanding her attention outward to an appreciation of 
the lives of others. While much HCI work with heart rate 
and the smart city focuses on ftness, participants’ refections 
on appreciating and feeling connected to the lives of others 
point to a distinct design opportunity. 

In imagining public use of the bench in the future, Charlie 
envisioned feeling more involved in the moment, the envi-
ronment, and the world. 

“If it’s outdoors, I think it would make me feel 
more involved in the moment, like involved with 
the environment. When I’m listening to my heart 
sounds, watching the gate [gestures to scenery 
through the window], it would make me feel more 
involved with the environment... Listening to the 
sound is like, there’s many metaphors about 
your heartbeat beating with the same thing 
around the world... like the heart beating with 
the world... which makes me feel involved with 
this world, and more enjoy at that moment.” 
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Figure 3: Participants often sat silently together listening to their heart sounds, or refected on the experience together. 

He described feeling present in the moment with his own 
heart beating in connection with the world. This sense of 
presence and connection suggests an afective experience 
that could be explored in designing for the smart city. 
Jay built on his study partner Charlie’s sense of involve-

ment and refected on a sense of connection with nature. 

“This seemed like I was more connected, even 
if it was just in this room, I feel it seemed like it 
was extending outside of myself... I [felt con-
nected to] the world around me. And that some-
thing so internal and personal could have an ef-
fect on others around me. Even though it was 
seemingly just you [gestures to his study part-
ner], but perhaps maybe someone could hear it 
outside [through the windows], or I guess just 
in the way that [pause] trees just moving and 
we can kind of tell other things in the earth 
are doing or making other sounds or other 
sensory messages. It seemed like I was doing 
that too... The fact that we’re embedded within 
nature and doing this [the Heart Sounds Bench] 
gave it kind of like an outside perspective of seeing 
myself as one and the same as other beings 
or other objects that also do that... that also 
show their signs of life." 

Jay traces a connection between his heartbeat and the lives 
of other people, trees, or even objects. 
John focused more on a sense of connection with the 

other person on the bench. Refecting on his experiences 
with the Heart Sounds Bench and imagining its future use 
in public space, described the experience of hearing a co-
present other’s heart sounds: 

“Hearing another person’s heartbeat feels like, 
not something that’s super revealing but at the 
same time it’s something that’s very personal and 

inherent to who you are. This is like the force 
of your life or something.” 

Like others, John draws a connection between heart sounds 
and life energy. Again, distinct from a prevalent focus on 
physical ftness, this sense of ‘life force’ was a remarkable 
afective experience for many participants. 
Odile focused more on her own sense of being alive. “I 

think the rhythm of my heart being so steady reminds me... 
that I am alive.” Odile went on to describe how this reminder 
helped calm her and make her feel like she could manage 
her stress. Again, the association between heart sounds and 
vitality came up for many participants. 

The connection between heart sounds and being alive 
makes sense given that the heart is essential to our biologi-
cal life. Though this is a basic fact, the afective dimensions of 
being reminded of this seemed to be a remarkable experience 
for many participants. Feeling more connected to oneself or 
one’s study partner seems to have been meaningful and en-
joyable for several participants. While heart rate sharing has 
been previously found to foster a sense of connection [156], 
what surprised us were the multiple instances where partici-
pants described a broader sense of connection extending to 
many other people, the environment, the world, even trees 
and objects. We speculate that what might have contributed 
to this sense of broader connection is the externalization of 
the heart sounds through the speakers, as well as the ground 
level view out the windows onto trees, sky, and passerby. 
The Heart Sounds Bench centers the individual by helping 
them attune to their own heart sounds, expands this to a 
dyad, and then further amplifes this awareness through the 
broader environment. 
In contrast to smart city sensing technologies that con-

struct people in terms of economic value, safety threat level, 
or other models and categories, our design called attention 
to a shared embodied experience of being alive. Participants 
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seemed to fnd this sense of shared life energy to be a mean-
ingful and compelling experience, pointing to future oppor-
tunities for designs exploring this. 

Vulnerability of Life 

The stethoscope reminded several participants of prior ex-
periences with stethoscopes such as doctor or hospital vis-
its. For example, Sheena said she was reminded of medical 
emergencies when stethoscopes have been used on her. She 
arrived at the study just after a frightening experience on the 
subway. The Heart Sounds Bench seems to have aggravated 
her stress by bringing back bad memories. 

Jay also related the heart sounds to worrying about ‘mor-
tality’, as he put it. Speculating future public uses of the 
bench, Jay imagined worrying about the deteriorating health 
of older relatives. 

“As much as this can be an intimate experience, 
it could also a disturbing or scary experience be-
cause... hearing the heart sounds of someone else, 
or even your own... Say I were to go with my father 
or an older member of my family, and essentially 
we’ve walked or something, and I hear their heart 
beating really fast. That can be a really quick 
reminder of their mortality, or in many ways en-
gaging with someone else’s health in a way that 
might be kind of frightening, and it might change 
the relationship between you and that person.” 

An unexpectedly fast heartbeat could indicate frightening 
health concerns in a loved one. Heart sounds served not only 
as a reminder of being alive, but also as a reminder of the 
vulnerability of life. This seems related to both the medi-
cal associations of the stethoscope and the heart’s essential 
cardiovascular function. 

Intimacy 

Several participants described hearing their study partner’s 
heart sounds as intimate. In describing listening to her study 
partner’s heart sounds, Amanda said, “It’s weirdly inti-
mate, like I don’t know this person but I’ve heard an 
organ that keeps them alive.” Others were reminded of 
intimate moments with a romantic partner, with an ear to 
their chest listening to their heart sounds. The stethoscope’s 
live unfltered heart sounds are extremely similar to what 
one hears by pressing an ear to another’s chest. Some prod-
ucts for long distance couples sonify heart rate (e.g., [117]), 
and Slovák et al. found remote heart rate sharing to foster 
connection [156]. Yet, the unique richness of live unfltered 
heart sounds rather than heart rate sonifcation could be 
more widely leveraged in designs. 

Anonymity 

Co-present study partner. Listening to the heart sounds of the 
co-present study partner seemed to feel both intimate and 
anonymous. While participants often expressed that it felt 
special or unique to hear such an essential sound from an-
other person that they would not normally hear, at the same 
time they sometimes refected on how this sound could also 
feel anonymous. Amanda, who described hearing her study 
partner’s heart sounds as “weirdly intimate”, also refected, “I 
wouldn’t know one heartbeat from another or from my 
own.” Her study partner Nathan added, “I sort of felt simi-
larly that, any heartbeat, I didn’t have like a clear distinction 
about which one was mine or what it meant about someone 
else... kind of anonymous.” Some participants speculated 
they would not be able to identify their own heart sounds or 
their study partner’s from a selection. 

Absent other. In addition to the live unfltered heart sounds 
of study participants, we included playback of the heart 
sounds of an ‘absent other’ who previously sat on the bench. 
The playback began with a voice stating the time, date, and 
weather. Listening to the absent other’s heart sounds was 
mostly experienced as anonymous and not intimate. Kusha 
refected, “With the heart sounds that were prerecorded, 
I was trying to build a story and imagine a person.” Her 
study partner John added, “I was much more interested in 
hearing [Kusha’s]... I think I could have felt more connected to 
[the absent other’s playback] if instead of just the date and the 
time there was some explanation of what the person was going 
to be doing...” Jay described it as “disembodied”. Participants 
often wondered what the absent other was feeling or doing, 
but struggled to build a narrative. They linked this lack of 
context to not feeling connected with the heart sounds of the 
absent other. Nathan summarized, “I didn’t know anything 
about that person or their context. It just seemed like an 
anonymous recording.” 

Calming 

Many participants described the experience as calming. Odile 
used the word ‘calm’ repeatedly to describe her experience. 
Kusha said she began the study feeling stressed, but then the 
heart sounds help her calm down. Participants also linked 
their experience of calm with seeing trees or the sunset 
through the window, and often suggested placing the bench 
in a park to enhance its calming potential. Although the 
researcher stated they were free to take breaks, chat, and put 
down the stethoscope, many participants sat quietly listening 
to their heartbeats. For many this seemed to be a calming 
experience. 
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Other Themes 
Estelle, an electroacoustic musician, explored the Heart Sounds 
Bench as a feedback instrument. Many electroacoustic instru-
ments operate on this principle: A feedback instrument relies 
on feeding the output (in our case, speakers) back into the 
input (stethoscope), often with amplifcation increasing in-
tensity. The feedback loop is mediated by physical materials, 
so subtle adjustments (in location of stethoscope on bench) 
create nuanced expressive sounds. She described it in terms 
of cybernetics and how tools or musical instruments can 
serve as extensions of the body. Some participants playfully 
experimented with the system, tapping on the stethoscope or 
using it to amplify their voice. Energetically amplifying not 
only the heart but also whatever the stethoscope encounters 
may have contributed to the sense of shared life energy by 
fostering attentive listening to unexpected sounds of both 
humans and materials. 
Almost all participants spent a few moments fnding the 

right spot on their chest to listen to their heart sounds. For 
a few, this took several minutes and was frustrating. Yet, 
this searching could also contribute to growing one’s bodily 
awareness, which was seen as valuable by some. 

A few participants related the bench to meditation. Kusha 
described how she had been focusing on her heart during 
meditation, and the heart sounds helped her with that. Alan 
said he would want the system in his home so he could 
use it for daily meditation. Rohit said he has been trying to 
meditate more often and felt the system could be a helpful aid. 
Perhaps along a similar vein, many participants described the 
experience as calming, contemplative, centering, grounding, 
or talked about being in the moment. 
When asked how they would feel about their own heart 

sounds being recorded and played back later after they were 
gone, almost all participants wondered whether heart sounds 
could be individually identifable, citing this as a key consid-
eration. They also expressed concerns about whether heart 
sounds in combination with other data such as video surveil-
lance could become individually identifable, or reveal unex-
pected insights about them. Deploying the bench in public 
space, it is essential to consider how the bench could poten-
tially become an unwanted form of surveillance. 

7 ELABORATING LIFE-AFFIRMATION 

Synthesizing our fndings and design intent, we elaborate on 
the concept of life-afrmation in terms of recognition, con-
nection, and opacity. In accordance with designerly modes of 
knowledge production [64], this is not intended as a gener-
alizable defnition. Rather, by elaborating one particular con-
ception situated around a particular design, we hope to open 
a path for others to continue exploring this concept. We do 
not claim that our bench currently supports life-afrmation 

in public because this is as yet untested; rather we contribute 
life-afrmation as a promising direction for future design 
exploration in public space. 
The Heart Sounds Bench seems to have fostered a par-

ticular kind of afrmation we call life-afrmation. This life-
afrmation can spread outward from self, to study partner, 
to other people and the natural environment. Participants 
described feeling reminded that they are alive, and feeling 
more drawn into themselves and connected with their body. 
They described being reminded that their study partner is 
living and breathing too, and the strange intimacy of hearing 
their heart sounds. They described feeling more connected to 
“what’s pulsing through everyone” (Sally), “the heart beating 
with the world” (Charlie), and “seeing myself as one and the 
same as other beings or other objects that ... show their signs 
of life” (Jay). There is a sense of shared vitality, that multiple 
beings are partaking in a similar process of living. Though at 
some level this is an obvious observation, the afrmation of 
this shared vitality creates a particular feeling participants 
found remarkable. We call this life-afrmation. 

Revisiting our initial critique of smart city narratives, we 
see life-afrmation as a key element often neglected by an 
emphasis on efciency, ftness, and safety. Being in public 
can provide a joyful sense of shared vitality, of seeing others 
and being seen. There is a unique pleasure to being in the 
midst of the hustle and bustle of a crowded, chaotic city 
street. This afective experience is an important aspect of 
city living that should not be overlooked in the push for 
efciency, ftness, and safety. 
The life-afrmation experienced with the Heart Sounds 

Bench seems to stem from sitting outside the action rather 
than being immersed in it. For the study, participants sat 
inside looking through ground level windows at a campus 
thoroughfare crowded with people streaming by. They of-
ten gazed through the windows or gestured toward them 
during the interview. Participants often suggested putting 
the bench in a quiet area outdoors with a view of natural 
scenery. Taking a step back from the action seemed to facil-
itate centering on oneself, before expanding that sense of 
connection outward to other people and the environment. 
Life-afrmation is a conceptual tool that helps address 

calls to build connection while respectfully engaging dif-
ference (e.g., [41]). We elaborate three key aspects of life-
afrmation–recognition, connection, and opacity–that con-
tribute to its conceptual potential. 

Recognition 

Much work ’recognizes’ normative categories of a person, 
fattening diference into categories. Instead, we call for 
recognizing others’ existence and feelings as valid. Life-
afrmation involves a kind of recognition distinct from the 
recognition typically sought by biosensing technologies, 
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which often seek to recognize discrete emotional categories 
(e.g., [26, 83, 136, 144]), or identify or authenticate an indi-
vidual based on biosensory data they give of (e.g., [38, 39, 
58, 82, 93, 115, 116, 155]). 
In contrast to that kind of recognition, participants de-

scribed being ‘reminded’ or being ‘more aware’ of something 
they already knew: that they and others are alive. Recogniz-
ing this is technically trivial, but seemed to be a meaningful 
afective experience for participants. The biosensory data 
people give of, or “the signs of life” (Jay) that humans and 
plants alike give of, can contribute to life-afrmation. San 
Leandro Lights are anothe example of urban sensing that 
supports this notion of recognition: These street lamps create 
beautiful pools of light that follow pedestrians using sen-
sors [122]. There is an opportunity for smart city biosensing 
to design for recognition. This recognition need not take 
the form of specifc data-driven categories; rather, a focus 
on simply recognizing or acknowledging people’s existence, 
feelings, and experiences could support life-afrmation. 

Connection 

Connection is not unique to our work. Yet, life-afrmation 
ofers a unique way to build connection between strangers 
while respecting diference. Recognizing this shared vitality 
led to a greater sense of connection for many participants. 
Slovák et al. also found heart rate sharing to foster social con-
nection [156]. There, a sense of connection emerged within 
pairs of colleagues and cohabitant couples. In our study, par-
ticipants described feeling more connected to their study 
partner as well as to other people, the environment, or the 
world more broadly. This seemed to stem from a sense of 
going sharing a similar life process as others, providing a 
sense of commonality. As another example, Hein’s Modi-
fed Social Benches encourage social interaction between 
strangers [81]. Smart city sensing technologies tend to frame 
people as atomized individuals [90, 121, 142]. Connection 
and life-afrmation point to an opportunity for biosensing 
designs to emphasize social interconnection, as some work 
with self-tracking has already begun to do (e.g., [120]). 

Opacity 

While we celebrate the sense of connection of feeling “one 
and the same as other beings or other objects” (Jay), it is 
essential to recognize not only our commonality with others 
but also our diference. Our adaptation of Glissant’s notion of 
opacity can help respect diference and support other ways 
of knowing. Opacity resists a tendency to build connection 
by understanding the ‘other’ via reducing them to hege-
monic categories. A contemporary of Fanon, Glissant was a 
postcolonial philosopher and poet who analyzed Caribbean 
Creole’s complex relationship with the language of the col-
onizer. In his essay ‘For Opacity’, Glissant argues for the 

right to opacity as a way of acknowledging diference while 
avoiding the reductive problem of transparency [70]. 

“If we examine the process of ‘understanding’ 
people and ideas from the perspective of West-
ern thought, we discover that its basis is this 
requirement for transparency. In order to under-
stand and thus accept you, I have to measure 
your solidity with the ideal scale providing me 
with grounds to make comparisons and, perhaps, 
judgments. I have to reduce... I relate it to my 
norm. I admit you to existence, within my sys-
tem.” [70, p.189-190]. 

Understanding is often approached via transparency, which 
requires reducing the other to predefned terms or categories. 
This route to recognition afrms only a reduced represen-
tation of the other in terms of hegemonic norms. Glissant 
further problematizes understanding (comprendre) as taking 
or appropriating and proposes gives-on-and-with (donner-
avec) as an alternative [71], but here we focus on opacity. 
For smart city sensing, transparency is often valued as 

a way to build trust in the smart city [56]. Perhaps if we 
could know more about each other, we could fear each other 
less and afrm each other more. Yet, smart city sensing is a 
particular way of knowing that privileges particular norms 
and categories. We should not have to make ourselves legible 
in terms of hegemonic data-driven categories in order to be 
afrmed. In that translation too much is lost or reduced. 
Opacity resists transparency. 

Opacity is distinct from privacy. While “privacy is an essen-
tially contested concept” [118], its conceptualization often 
foregrounds appropriate information fows or the right to 
not be bothered [124, 151, 166]. In contrast, Opacity fore-
grounds ways of knowing, problematizing the production 
of ‘information’ in terms of predefned categories. We call 
for smart city technologies to more critically and refexively 
engage the knowledge politics of their sensing and inference. 
Opacity is related to, but distinct from, ambiguity of in-

formation [66]. Since Gaver et al.’s foundational paper on 
ambiguity, many information displays have leveraged am-
biguity to prompt open-ended refection. A display’s lack 
of clarity can prompt users to ’supplement’ this with their 
own contextual knowledge for interpretation. We see ambi-
guity as a valuable approach, and indeed much of our prior 
work engages ambiguity in data display [43, 91, 92]. Opacity 
similarly presents the user with a lack of clarity, but for a 
diferent purpose of acknowledging the limitations of our 
own understanding. To those not trained in auscultation, 
heart sounds are somewhat opaque and users did not seem 
to form specifc interpretations of this data. 

A comparative example is Afector, which shows abstract 
ambient ambiguous video feed of a coworker in their ofce. 
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Afector is framed around ambiguity. As described by the 
designers, "In order to support refection on both emotion 
and the role technology plays in it, Afector is deliberately de-
signed to communicate emotion obliquely and enigmatically. 
It does not provide easy answers to how someone feels to-
day; instead, it provides indirect evidence which users must 
interpret with reference to the data supplied by the system, 
as well as background knowledge of their friendship and 
contextual cues" [153, p. 351]. The ambiguity prompts users 
to supplement the data with their own contextual knowl-
edge to form interpretations. Yet, the intended users likely 
can only guess at how their coworker feels. The ’oblique’, 
’enigmatic’, or opaque design foregrounds the limits of our 
own ability to know others. 
Data-driven insight is valorized in our current moment, 

but opacity argues for acknowledging the limitations of our 
knowledge of others. This joins our past work calling for 
humility in knowledge claims made with emotional biosens-
ing [90] as well as related work calling for contestability in 
knowledge claims made with emotional biosnsing [84, 85]. 

Taken together, recognition, connection, and opacity con-
tribute to life-afrmation, forming a novel conceptual tool to 
help reframe sensing’s role in urban life, from smart cities to 
social cities. We reworked the concept of recognition away 
from recognizing data-driven categories toward recogniz-
ing others’ lives, experiences, and feelings. This centers the 
afective experience of recognition rather than data-driven 
insight or predictive potential. We describe a sense of con-
nection that can emanate outward from self-attunement, to 
a co-present other, to many others across the world and the 
natural environment. While celebrating this sense of shared 
vitality and commonality, we also introduce opacity as a way 
of respecting diference. Opacity reminds us that we cannot 
know others entirely, and holds space for diferent ways of 
knowing that do not neatly translate. 

8 LIMITATIONS 

Conducting the study inside in a private room, though it 
enabled us to more deeply probe participants’ experiences, 
hindered our ability to probe afective experiences of being 
in public. Most participants came from a similar age group 
and educational background, limiting our ability to engage 
questions of otherization woven throughout our argument. 
In future work deploying the bench in public, we hope to 
explore interactions where people might feel more ‘other’ to 
one another. Yet in public, two strangers sitting on the bench 
simultaneously listening to their heart sounds seems unlikely, 
given legitimate concerns around harassment. Future design 
iterations will continue to explore how the heart sounds of 
an absent other can be more evocative and engaging. Finally, 
life-afrmation does not solve problems. It does not address 
important issues such as sustainability or violent crime. Yet, 

it is still worthwhile to explore how urban sensing will shape 
afective experiences of city living. 

9 FUTURE DESIGN DIRECTIONS 

Future design directions should continue to explore afective 
experiences with urban sensing, embracing a wide variety of 
feelings and desires. As anthropologist/geographer Harvey 
[78] puts it, 

“The question of what kind of city we want can-
not be divorced from that of what kind of social 
ties, relationship to nature, lifestyles, technolo-
gies and aesthetic values we desire.” 

Rather than trying to converge on a common set of social ties, 
lifestyles, etc., urban sensing should explore a multiplicity of 
desires for vibrant social cities. These eforts at inclusivity 
and diversity have already begun (e.g., [114, 130, 165]). We 
contribute life-afrmation as one feeling to explore, elaborat-
ing this in terms of recognition, connection, and opacity for 
celebrating and respecting both commonality and diference. 

10 CONCLUSIONS 

We contribute the design of the Heart Sounds Bench to ex-
plore an often-overlooked potential for afrmation in city liv-
ing. Our key contribution is life-afrmation as a conceptual 
tool for reworking smart city narratives. We do not claim that 
our design currently supports this in public (as yet untested); 
rather we contribute life-afrmation as a promising direction 
for future design exploration in public space. Nineteen par-
ticipants’ insightful articulations of their experiences help us 
elaborate life-afrmation in terms of recognition, connection, 
and opacity. Recognizing others’ lives, feeling connected, 
and embracing diference with opacity can be a meaningful 
afective experience of life-afrmation. Future designs with 
public urban biosensing technologies should explore a wide 
variety of afective experiences and a multiplicity of desires. 
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